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Kusanica 

By H. W. BAILEY 

VM tabu wafsi 

1. bakanapati 
1. From the period of the rule of the Kusana family of the Saka kings come 

three inscriptions from Mathura.1 Of the first two neither is completely 
preserved, but in both a word bakanapati is unmistakably present. The first 
inscription is of the time of the mahdrdja radjatiraja devaputra 2 Huviska. The 
second inscription written on a pedestal seems to contain the name Vima, 
and this by both K. P. Jayaswal and Mme van Lohuizen de Leeuw is con- 
sidered to mean Vima Kadphises, though Sten Konow expressed his doubts.3 

2. The context of the word bakanapati in the first two inscriptions can be 

approximately understood though both are broken. In no. 1 the word is the 
title of a man whose name began with Saukr-, son of a mahd-dandandyaka 
'captain', 4 whose name began with Masa-. He made a taddga 'pond', and 
restored a broken and fallen devakula' temple '.5 The second inscription likewise 
is concerned with a devakula and its appurtenances: drama ' garden', 
puskarini 'lotus-pool' and udapdna ' watering-place .6 Here also the word is 
a title before a name beginning with Huma-.7 The history of the devakula is well 
known. The modern survivals are in Bengali deul, Hindi dewal, and in Singhali 
deval, and others. Earlier we find Prakrit devaula, devayaula, and deula. It is 
often a wayside shrine into which the traveller turns at night. In Pali the old 
form devakula occurs in the Jataka story (II 411) ekasmim devakule ddru- 

kaldpam ussTsake katvd nipajji when the wood-cutter carrying his wood to town 
lies down in the temple beside the road. In the Pratimanataka many more 
details about a devakula are cited.8 

The attendant in charge of a devakula was called the devakulika, with a title 
formed by the suffix -ika, which we note also in drdmika- 'gardener', 
mahdndvika- ' sea captain', patikamakdrika- 'executor of repairs', 

1 J. Ph. Vogel, Annual Report, Archaeological Survey of India 1911-2; id. Verslagen en 
Mededeel. K. Akad. van Wet. 1920, 218 ff.; D. R. Sahni, JRAS 1924; J. E. van Lohuizen 
de Leeuw, The ' Scythian Period', p. 379. The third was edited by Sten Konow in Epigraphia 
Indica 21, 1931, 55 ff., and K. P. Jayaswal, J. Bihar and Orissa Research Soc. 18, 1932. 

2 For a recent summary of the evidence on the title of devaputra, see F. W. Thomas, B. C. Law 
Volume II, 1946, 305 if., where, however, the denial of the title devaputra to the coin of Kujula 
Kara Kaphsa cannot be sustained. 

3 'Notes on Indo-Scythian Chronology,' Journ. of Ind. Hist., 12.36. 
4 The title dandanayaka occurs in Kharosthi inscriptions; no. 76 in Sten Konow's edition 

has dadanayako. As dadanayaka it occurs on a recently found (1949) Kharosthi inscription. 
In H. Liiders' List of Inscriptions, no. 60, from Mathura, has the title with maha-. In the Buddhist 
Dictionary Mahdvyutpatti, dandandyaka occurs in a list of titles. 

5 devakulam bhagna-patitam viszfrnam. 
6 The udapdna may be compared with the prapd, see BSOAS 13.925. 
7 See the remarks of Sten Konow on K. P. Jayaswal's discussion, loc. cit. p. 60, note 2. 
8 See the discussion by O. Stein, Ind. Hist. Quart. 14.646 ff. 
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navakarmiga- 'restorer', dvdsika- ' official in charge of bhiksus' lodgings '. 
The devakulika occurs in a Mathura inscription, no. 63 in H. Liiders' List. He is 
an actor in the Pratimd-nataka. In the Mahdvyutpatti (Sakaki 3748) daivakulika 
corresponds to devakulika of N. D. Mironow's edition. It is explained as the 

'guardian of a temple'. 
A parallel to the use of kula in devakula is given by rdjakula ' royal family, 

court'. It is rendered by Khotanese kIssda-.2 
3. The context of the word vakanapati in the third inscription is the presenta- 

tion of a punya-s4al endowed to assist the poor. Here also the title is associated 
with foreign names, Khasdra-lera-pati son of Kanasarukamdna. It is placed 
after the names, which still await explanation. The lera- recalls the same 
syllables in the names of the colophons of Gilgit manuscripts: Lera-ksina-, 
Lera-pukhra-, and Lera-nihela-mati-.3 

4. bakana-pati, vakana-pati contain the pati- which can mean not only 
'lord of' but is attested frequently both in Indian and Iranian with the 

meaning' official in charge of'. From Iranian spdda- ' army ' with pati survives 
in Mid. Parth. sp'dpty,4 Zor. Pahl. spdhpat, Armen. sparapet, and Khotanese 
spdta. Other compounds occur in Armenian hazarapet, Mid. Parth. hzrwpty,4 
Armen. karapet ' caravan-leader, forerunner', and in Old Iran. Avestan 

daizhupaiti-, later dahyupat, dehbad, and many others. From Indian it will 
suffice to quote sendpati ' captain'. 

5. bakana-, vakana- in bakanapati, vakanapati can be compared directly with 
an Iran. *bagana- 'connected with the gods' as an adj. in -ana- from baga- 
'god'. The full word is attested in Sogdian flyn- 'temple', and flyn-ptw 
' sorcerer ', fiyn-pt'n6h ' sorceress '.5 

A different derivative gave Mid. Parth. bg'nyg and Mid. Pers. by'nyg 
*baydnmy and *baydnzy in the meaning ' divine .6 

If we equate the bakanapati with flyn-pt- we have a title ' official in charge of 
temples (or a temple)', which would suit the devakulika, whose charge, the 
devakula, is found in the first two inscriptions, and would well apply also to the 
punya-saWa ' hall of merit' of the third.7 

6. In explanation of the form bakana, vakana the following notes are 

required. 
baka- and vaka- for Iran. baga- can be set beside the vaka- and vaga- attested 

1 Bodhisattva-bhum.i, ed. U. Wogihara I 166; Ancient India 5, p. 6; Epigraphia Indica 
2.100; Kharosthz Inscriptions, ed. Konow, no. 76.12; Ed. Chavannes and Sylvain Levi, Journ. 
Asiat. 1915, 1.193 ff. 

2 In the bilingual text edited in Hvatanica III, BSOS 9, lines 31 and 53. 
3 Sylvain Levi, Journ. Asiat. 1932, 1.45; Nalinaksha Dutt, Gilgit Manuscripts I, colophons 

of the Bhaisajya-guru-sutra and Ajitasena-vyakarana. 
4 Sahpuhr inscription Parthian, line 23, 24, 25. 
5 Discussed by W. B. Henning in BSOS 8.583 ff. Arm. bagin has -in < -anya. 
6 See C. Salemann, Manich. Studien I, glossary. 
7 Sten Konow thought hesitatingly of Wakhan, which is known in Sanskrit as Vokkdna. 

L. Bachhofer, JAOS 1941, 250, mentioned the same conjecture. For the names of Wakhan, 
see BSOAS 13.402. 
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H. W. BAILEY- 

in the proper names Vaka-mihira- and Vaga-mihira-, that is, Old Iran. baga- 
miOra- from baga- 'god' and MiOra.l The first part of a name in the Kharosthi 

inscription no. 86: Vaga-maregasa ' of Vagamarega ' almost certainly contains 
the same word. The second component suggests a connexion with mdra- from 
Old Iran. manOra- 'spell'. The Iranian baga- is found in Old Pers. baga-, 
Avestan baya-, and in Greek script fBayo,2 Mid. Parth. bg, Mid. Pers. by, and 

Sogd. fly-, fay- (= vay-). It is likely to be the beg- of the Turkish name in 
Khotanese script be'garaka, Turk. bagrdk.3 

The alternation of b and v in Indian texts and modern languages has always 
caused difficulty. J. Bloch has pointed out 4 that Marathi, Gujarati, Sindhi, 
Panjabi, Kasmiri, and Singhali have kept v distinct from b. In the Veda some 
mixture has already occurred 5 and in Sanskrit b has at times replaced v. Pali 
and the Prakrits do not change v to b. In Buddhist Sanskrit there is some 

uncertainty. In the Mahaparinirvana-sfutra from a Central Asian manuscript 6 

both sivikd and sibikd are recorded. Usually in Khotanese the v and b in Indian 
words are distinct, but I have noted bihardre 'they go about' from vihar-, 
Bzmacatri aysuri 'the asura-demon Vemacitra ', in E, where, however, the 
Khot. word bTma- 'rock' may have intervened (= Mid. Parth. vem, Avestan 
vaema- and Armen. vem). In a Sanskrit text from Khotan occurs also bnadyeka 
for ' Vinayaka (the demon)'.7 For writing Indian va the Chinese employed 
signs beginning with b'-. 

To spell Iranian words of Khotanese the Brahmi script could offer only 
b or v for the local /8 and u, so that the writers vacillated.8 

In Old Indian the base barh- stands beside varh- 'to tear out', but in the 

Rigveda bddh- corresponds to the Avestan vdd- 'thrust'. Here too should be 
noted a word of the Rigveda batd- which has already been much discussed, but 
without consideration of the relevant Iranian evidence, hitherto ignored because 
it is not found in the incomplete remains in Old Iranian.9 In Rigveda 10.10.13 
occurs in a (metrically irregular) verse: bato batdsi yama ' Yama, ah, you are a 
villain'. The verse is repeated in the Atharva-veda 18.1.15 where in his com- 

mentary W. D. Whitney proposed to take the adjective as primary. This is 
confirmed by the Iranian evidence. Zor. Pahl. wt, Mid. Pers. wd 'bad', whose 

1 See H. Liiders, Die Sakas und die ' nordarische ' Sprache, 1913, 422; I. Scheftelowitz, 
Acta Orient. 11.295. 

2 See O. Hansen, in F. Altheim, Aus Spdtantike und Christentum, 1951, plate 10 b 3. For 
mdra-, see Zoroastrian Problems, p. 162. 

3 See Asia Major,'n.s., I 51. 
4 La Langue Marathe, p. 152 if. 
5 J. Wackernagel, Altind. Gram. I 183. 
6 Ed. E. Waldschmidt, Das Mahdparinirvdnasitra, Teil I, pp. 119, 120 and 124. Similarly 

brmndam in H. Liiders, Weitere Beitrdge, p. 8, fol. 8 r 2. 
7 P 2900, quoted BSOAS 10.894. bihar- in Khotanese Buddhist Texts, p. 1, Kha 1.13, 134 v 1. 
8 See Asia Major, n.s., II 32, Add uda 'old' in the Sudhana story, Khotanese Buddhist Texts, 

p. 29.197, 204, which is probably from *brzda- to the base barz- ' increase '. 
9 See H. Oldenberg, Rgveda, Textkritische und Exegetische Noten, on the passage, citing 

J. Wackernagel, Altind. Gram. II 1.5. 
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w- represents only Old Iran. v-, corresponds to Khotanese bata- 'small ', 
whose b- can represent in Old Iranian either v- or b-. This connexion seems most 

likely, and if it is accepted, the proposed comparison with a-ras 'lecherous', 
/3araAos 'cowardly' cannot be sustained.2 

Variation in the effort to express the fricative y was noted in BSOAS 
10.780 for Kharosthi script. They used g, k, g, _k. In Brahmi script either g or 
k could be employed. 

7. In Asia Major, n.s., II 29 the Khotanese vdna- ' temple' was quoted as 
a further cognate, if it is traced to *bagdna-. 

8. In the Khotanese official letters another word vdnd occurs, still 

unexplained, for something which can be bought. In Or 11344.11.b 2 occurs 
vnad gdryem mird hastsi ' I bought vdnd for eighteen mura-coins '.3 

2. pharsavata 
1. Of this title five forms occur: pharsavat, hrta, pharsata, pharsava, pharsa, 

pharssa. It is inflected as an -d stem. It was this -d inflection, like the fem. 
-d suffix, which misled E. Leumann into taking the word as a feminine name.4 
Its use in official documents is frequent. It has been found in Tibetan script in 
Or 11253.36 phar-sa, and in two Hedin Tibetan documents 1.3 par-sa and 3.7 

pa-sa. In a bilingual Chinese-Khotanese Hedin document, no. 16, the word is 
written in Chinese script a jJ,~ K 753, 846 po-sa from pud-sa. 

2. No translation of the title has been found so far. But it is possible to 
show that it most likely represents the 'judge '. The following is the evidence. 

In Or 9268 a, b 6-9 a business dispute is brought before two pharsa-officials 
at the hangrama- 'court '.5 

si' gvdra haamgrTma d vye pyamntsd pharsa < . >mgula 6 u pharsa vikrintadattd. 
[Follows a list of the names of witnesses.] ttW ra sd' pdda prgymna himi khum 
pharsa bara pyasddi' this business has been brought before the pharsa < . > mgula 
and pharsa Vikrantadatta. [Witnesses.] This document then becomes 
authoritative when the pharsa Bara seals (?) it'. 

The word ha.mgrzma has now been found in Hedin documents:- 
49 b 2 parau tta tti murd hamgrrgma d samauttddd se hva.dye murd pdrrve 15 

' the command is such, they allotted these muira-coins in the Court, to 
each man were paid 15 mfira-coins '. 

53 b 2 svT ysai mara hamgrrima djuma ' bring here into the Court early to- 
morrow morning'. 

55 b 1 hagrrama ana ttyd dvh hvadd hivi hera haImkhysa yuddad <tt>) ttd muri 
harastdda 'in the Court they counted the property of these two men. 
Then they arranged about the mfira-coins'. 

1 Greek JoAyos beside Alban. l'igu- 'bad, lean' shows a similar difference of meaning. 
2 F. Specht, Zeits. f. vgl. Sprachf. 66, 1939, 11. 
3 The muira coins corresponded to the Chinese ,R ts'ien ' cash'. 
4 Das nordarische (sakische) Lehrgedicht des Buddhismus, p. 355. 
5 Part of this text was edited by Sten Konow, Norsk Tidssk. for Sprogvid. 11.21 if. 
6 The first aksara of this word is still uncertain. 
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H. W. BAILEY- 

Kha vi 4, frag. 1, b 5 (ci sya>m)d<ai) braukald spaldte bvdid si hamkgrgma 
puruym ' whose left eyebrow twitches, to him it must be known: I shall 
win in the Court '. 

This hamrgrgma is loc. sing. to *harmgrama-, which may, indeed, be seen in 
Hedin 55 b 1, but there the omission of the i may be accidental, and the locative 
seems to suit better. The word could be traced to Old Iran. *han-karma- and 
be compared with Avestan hankarama-' establisher ' and hankarati-' completion, 
settlement'. Hence the Khotanese ha.mgrama- would be the 'place of settle- 
ment ' where the judges settled civil cases. 

3. No other word has been noted in Khotanese texts which could represent 
the 'judge'. But the office is known from Tibetan documents: khrims-dpon, 
khrim-bon.' For 'judge' the documents from Agni and Kuci show praksdnt- 
and preksenta-, that is, ' questioner'.2 In the Maralbashi text occurs pursickari 
in which 'investigation' has been detected.3 Similarly 'questioning' is 

recognized as a function of the judge in Sanskrit prdd-vivdka-. 
The pharsa is sufficiently important to receive the epithet salya-bdyai 

'president of the year' in Dumaqu a, 4. 1-2 salya-bdyai pharsa sdmdari. 
This Sdmdara is frequent in the documents. In the two Hedin Tibetan texts 
cited above we have par-sa so-hdah, pa-sa soin-dar and par-sa soi-hdar. More 

commonly occurs the phrase sau ... salya 'in the year of the sau-official'. 
4. If therefore the meaning ' judge ' is assigned to pharsavata, as the ' official 

in charge of questioning', the word can be traced to the base Old Iran. fras- 
'to ask, question'. Derivatives from this base fras- are found in Khotanese 
bras- in brdskd- ' question', and the present theme puls-, partic. brasta-, infin. 
brrnste. In the Tumshuq text we have rds- 'ask '.4 With the preverb d- the 
Khotanese has aurdss- 'to inform' from *d-frds-ya-, corresponding to Zor. 
Pahl. dfrds, and similar Mid. Iranian forms. 

5. If we seek then to trace *frasa-pati- in pharsavata the dialectal difference 
in the initial ph- (= f-) demands explanation, as does also the phar- fromfra-, 
the s and the rs. 

The keeping off- can be compared with the phr- in another word: phrrlmd 
in Siddhasara 20 v 5 phrrimda churba corresponding to Tibetan bskyur-ba I 
phyur-ba for the Sanskrit 9 r 5 kildta ' thickened milk ' (from which Romani has 
ciral ' cheese ', and Baskarik kiler, Yidya kirdr).5 Tibetan bksyur-ba is for 

skyur-ba 'acidity; sour' and phyur-ba is for chur-ba, according to 
H. A. Jaschke's Dictionary 'a kind of vermicelli prepared from butter-milk 
boiled ', in S. C. Das's Dictionary ' a kind of cheese or curd extracted from milk 
after boiling and evaporation '. Tibetan phy- at some time took the pronuncia- 

1 F. W. Thomas, Tibetan Literary Texts, II 124, 322, 336. 
2 E. Sieg, Die UddndlankdraFr-agmente, p. 145; Tochar. Gram. 449. 
3 W. B. Henning, ZDMG 90.12, note 4, referring to Sten Konow, Ein neuer Saka-Dialekt. 
4 BSOAS 13.659. 
5 Acta Orient. 18.217. Other words are quoted by T. Burrow, Trans. Phil. Soc. 1946, 2. 
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tion ch-. In phrrama- ' kilata ' is found a connexion of Zor. Pahl. frwsk ' thick 
mil ', New Pers. fura ' beestings', as from *frausma- or *frusma-.l 

For the -s- offrasa- it will be necessary to recognize Indo-Eur. prek- with 
suffix -s-: hence fras- from prek-s-. With this can be compared the present 
base of *prek- in Agni and Kuci prak-s- and prek-s-. The Pasto wrdsa ' speech' 
fem., has its -s- from -s-y-.2 The metathesis phar- fromfra- is assumed because 
the base is fras- with -ra-, and in Khotanese -rs- passed to -rr-.3 If the word 

pharsavata were a loan-word in Khotanese,4 this second point would not 

necessarily require metathesis. 
In the documents a proper name variously spelled occurs: hvrrwvidti, 

hrrwviti, hviviti and hvtvi- in the inst. sing. hvTvina.5 In Chinese script this 
became ^ XJ ~ K 47, 529, 1278 fu-li-u from p'iudt-lji-miudt. Here also an 

attempt to express a foreignfr- is probable and the name might be an Iranian 

friya-pita- (orfriya-pati-) attested in 0ptcar71Tris1, Priapatius.6 
7. There are then three dialectal treatments of Old Iran. fr-: Khotanese 

br-, Tumshuq r- and the third unnamed dialect retaining fr- (written phr- 
and hvr-). 

The fr- was retained in the Kharosthi inscriptions in India and to express 
the foreign f- for which the Kharosthi script had no sign a modification of v was 

adopted: it has been transliterated ph 7 and vh.8 The sign for vhr- occurs in 
the inscription no. 77 from Manikiala, south-east of Taxila, found with a coin 
of Huviska, in the name Ganavhryaka and in no. 27.2 from Taxila in the name 
Imtavhri 'a-putr<e>na. 

By this evidence the word pharsavata is a loan-word in Khotan. For a word 
as important as the ' judge' a loan from the dominant language of the Kusana 
Saka would be readily explicable. 

To support this recognition of a loan-word in Khotanese it is necessary to 
refer again to the word candana- discussed in BSOAS 13. 926 ff. I had intended 
there to point out that in Khotanese the Old Iran. -nd- passed to -n-.9 Hence 

1 1 owe this explanation to I. Gershevitch. Other forms are quoted by W. B. Henning, BSOAS 
11.719. I see no way to use here Tibetan phru-ma ' womb '. 

2 G. Morgenstierne, Etym. Voc. of Pashto, p. 107. 
3 For -rs- replaced by -rr-, note Jataka-stava 26 v 4 arrd 'bear (animal) ', beside Avestan 

arasa, Sogd. 'ssh in the Siutra of Causes and Effects, 359. In Khotanese -s- was preserved in 
secondary contact in jsd'i- ' to make to boil ', from *yai'- attested in 3rd sing. pres. jsdi'' boils'; 
jista- ' boiled '. 

4 This is proposed below. Ossetic ars ' bear ', New Pers. xirs and Munjani yars have kept two 
consonants. In Pasto -rs- passed to -z- (-y-), see G. Morgenstierne, Etym. Voc. of Pasto, pp. 33, 34. 

5 Or 11344.1.3, Hedin 6.4, Hedin 1.6, Hedin 15. 
6 F. Justi, Iran. Namenbuch, 106. 
7 In the edition of the Central Asian Prakrit texts in Kharosthl. 
8 This was used by Sten Konow in his edition of the inscriptions and I adopted it for the 

Dharmapada in BSOAS 11.488 if. 
9 See BSOAS 11.767: bana- < banda-. Similarly hana- 'blind' corresponds to Old Ind. 

andha-. 
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H. W. BAILEY- 

a word candana- is probably a loan-word. Since it was used as a Kusana 
title the source may be Kusana.1 

8. The transference of -pati- to an -a stem agrees with the regular Khotanese 

replacement of -i and -1 stems both in Iranian and in Indian loan-words. Thus 
Khotanese spdta from spdda-pati- retains -a from -d. Similarly the many 
Indian words in -vati which became -vatd and then -va; and -pati, retained as 
-va in saindva ' senapati, captain' and ddnava ' danapati, benefactor '. 

The recognition that the Indian -a-pati- in compounds passed through 
-a-vatd to -a-va and thence to -a suggests the explanation of the title in Chinese 
Buddhist texts * MS K 1265 A, 647 uei-na from wi-nd.3 The meaning is 

explained by the Bud. Sansk. word karmaddna, the man who distributes the 
tasks to the monks in a vihdra. Hence in Indian *vidhdna-pati- may be at the 
base of uei-na by way of a Prakrit *viyana-vatd-, v'nava, vvna. 

10. A pharsavata occupied by a civil case is found also in the Stein document 
F II 1. 006 written on wood. It is printed here since the volume containing it 

may be delayed in publication. 
1. tya pharsavata vamiia muho jsa amana ma yana aysa ra tt- sa- 
2. lavi pada mara kintha basa anatti hvema tti midana hvema ttu bii- 
3. sa mide ma<m> ni hfude ttinu cu tu pyfistiam se ttfi bisa rrispuri kheysari 

ham- 
4. jsa'ri haurii <vam>iin tta puniadaysii bude u midanana ra tti pada bu- 
5. / / / -o / / / ha karya sahya cu vara hva'nda u stfra kum na ha puiiadaysi 

pa- 
6. / / / (pha>rsavata ra hama pire va muhau vara pada haure u cu ra ma / / / 
7. / / / va ha . ma ta 4 hvanai pa 

'The ... pharsavata-official should now not act in an unfriendly way to me. 
I for my part first spoke this word here in the city all of it in full. Then I spoke 
to the Gracious one. The Gracious one did not give me the house.5 Because 
I heard that they intended to give this house to Prince Kheysara. Now there- 
fore Punyadasa has taken and to the men of the Gracious one carried (?) this 
document. ... to exert energy. What men and cattle are there where 

1 A further point touching candana- to be mentioned here is that there is an Old Ind. word 
syandana- ' chariot'. From the same base occurs Bud. Sansk. syandanika ' gutter'. But beside 
this spelling with sy- we find in Pali candanikd, and a form with c- is attested in Chinese, see 

Sylvain L6vi, Mahdkarmavibhanga, pp. 22 ff. Thus syand- and cand- stand side by side. It might 
therefore be thought that in the Khotanese Sudhana text a word *candana- ' chariot' might be 
found. But the equation there of cadana- with bve'ydscye ' shining ' seems secure and satisfactory. 
In assuming in Iranian a word in -ana- where Indian had -ra-, it is possible to point also to 
Khotanese ttumna- 'strong' (probably from *tumana-) beside Old Ind. tumrd-. 

2 See the Indian words cited in BSOAS 10.914, 917. For danapati see BSOAS 13.655, and 
Hedin 23 b 14 danava. The saindva occurs in Khotanese Buddhist Texts, p. 72, 15. 

3 Perhaps preserved in the vina of a Khotanese Hedin document no. 33. An edition and 
translation of the Hedin Collection is ready and it is hoped will shortly be published. 

4 An unclear mark after ha, and broken ta. 
5 If the final -a is to be trusted this is the Late Khotanese acc. sing. fem. If the scribe has 

omitted -d then the word would be bssd ' servant '. 
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Punyadasa... The pharsavata-official for his part may write and give me a 
document there. And what ... must be said . .' 

In this text anatti is from ananta- with the pronoun -1. The Gracious one 
means the king, who has the titles midd jasta 'gracious god'. From his title 
the adj. midana- is formed, 'the men of the king'. Similarly yauvardydna- 
' men of the Yuvaraja ' occurs in documents. 

11. Besides the reference to the pharsavata, one other detail in this text m,y 
be signalized: the name of the Prince, rrispura kheysara ' Prince Kheysara '. 

It would be most intriguing to find here the same name as that of Phrom 
Ge-sar in Tibetan documents.' But it has to be recognized that two Indian 
words came to Khotan, one kesarT ' lion ', in E 6.38 as kesard and in Agni 12 b 3 
kesdr sisik ' kesarin lion' from Bud. Sanskrit. From a Prakrit form of kesarin- 
the Khotanese kheysara- could well have come with the retention of -e-, as we 
find it in kidesa' from kles'a, and in desana 'confession' from Ind. desana, 
beside dise'ni and dise'na. The other word was khiysara- ' filament of a flower', 
Bud. Sansk. kesara-. 

12. E. Leumann had thought to find the name of Caesar in a Khotanese 
text.2 I pointed out in a note in BSOS 9. 71 that this was a misinterpretation. 
But since the note, being in an obscure place, has been overlooked and the 

passage quoted for Gesarica, I should put the matter more clearly here. The 

colophon is to be explained as follows :- 

pharsavata ysambastd parste pTde hamtsa purakd ysarkulna 
that is, ' The pharsavata-official Ysambasta ordered to write together with his 
son Ysarkula.' The collocation with -na only to the second word is frequent, 
as in P 3513, 51 v 4 ddyT cakrrina 'by means of the wheel of the Law'; 
N 101. 41 mirahTnai hdrna 'with a pearl necklace '. 

The name Ysarkula- has not been found elsewhere, but other names ending 
in -ula- occur, as Hedin 26.15 braguli; Or 11344. 6 a 2 samgulai; and a place 
name virmgul,na ih Or 11252.2.7. For the presence of the son, compare the 
Brahmi inscription 1140 (H. Liiders' List) saha putrena dhammarakhitena 
'with his son Dhammarakhita'; and no. 127 vakamihirasya sahd putrena 
' of Vakamihira with his son '.3 

So far, therefore, it is not possible to point to Caesar in Khotanese texts. 
13. It is known that in the Asoka inscriptions of the north-west of India 

certain Persian words entered the vocabulary. The best known are dipi- 
' inscription ' and nipista- ' written '. With these it seems proper to set also the 
word prasamda of the Sahbazgarhi texf (xii 3) representing *prdsanda- or 

*pdrsanda- 'member of a religious sect'. It is a word well known later in 
Sansk. pdsanda- and the central Prakrit pdsanda-. 

1 See the passage quoted in BSOAS 13.392. For the Ge-sar story there is a bibliography by 
G. Roerich, ' The Epic of King Kesar of Ling,' JRAS of Bengal, 1942. 

2 Das nordarische (sakische) Lehrgedicht, p. 355. 
3 Quoted by H. Liiders, Die Sakas und die ' nordarische ' Sprache, p. 422. 
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If we associate this word with an Iran. fras- as an early loan-word *frasanta-, 
with frasa- as in pharsavata, the -s- would exclude an Indian form from pras- 
'ask'. Both Iranian and Indian use of this base to mean 'study' is familiar. 
In the -anda- can then be recognized a replacement of Iran. -anta-. Later in 
Khotanese this -ant-a- became -anda-, as in mdinanda- ' resembling' and 
sanamda- 'lying down'. But it appears outside the verbal system in khinda- 

'appearance, likeness', occurring in hendiadys with Ind. vesa- 'guise' 
in Hedin 23.17. Khotanese man.de 'woman (as bearing children)' probably 
also contains a participle in -anda-, perhaps from maik- 'to suckle' (Avestan 
maekantz). In adjectival use khin.daa- occurs in Siddhasara 7 r 3 hiini pasdime 
khindai krra striha ni tcerd 'a severe treatment like the letting of blood must 
not be applied'. In khinda- I recognize a present participle to a verb khah-: 
khasta- ' appear', to be connected with Ind. kas-.l 

Within Indian itself also the older -ant-a- appears as -anda- in taranda- 
' ferry '. 

3. i. Patu 
1. The transference of ethnic names from one people to another can easily 

be exemplified. The name of the Scoti has been extended to the Brythons of 

Strathclyde and even to the invading Angles who settled in the land. The 
Ossetes have yielded up the name of Asi, by which in various forms (Os, Ovs, 
As) their neighbours continue to call them, to the Balkar Turks. 

A name Pdtu is found in Chitral whose history is not recorded.2 It is used 

by the Kalasa speakers of South Chitral for the Kho people of Mastui, North 
Chitral. The Kho are the speakers of Kh6war, the chief language of the state 
and the most archaic of New Indo-Aryan dialects. The Kalasa and Khowar 

languages are closely related.3 
2. The attempt to trace connexions of the name Pdtu is faced by various 

solutions. The name may belong to all the Kho and have been retained in use 

only by the Kalasa ; or it may have been a name for a section of the Kho and 
have been extended by the Kalasa to all the Kho; or the name may have been 
transferred to the Kho from another people either in their present home in 
North Chitral or before the two groups of Kho and Kalasa immigrated into 
Chitral from the South. 

3. That old names are preserved among neighbours can be seen by two 

examples from this same mountainous region. Thus the Sangleci use Sam in 
Sam Catrda, and the Prasun Sim, for North Chitral. In these two names has 
survived the old name known in Sanskrit Sydmdka and in Chinese aj * (Hiian 

1 Forms of this word are Krorayina Kharo*thi akas-, agas-, agajh-, ukas-, nikas-, nikhas-; 
AMig. nikkas-. Khotanese uskhasta (correcting BSOAS 10.898); khaittd in P 5538 a 12; and 
nasakhastye in P 4649.1. Khowar kas-, G. Morgenstierne, Report on a Linguistic Mission to 

Afghanistan, p. 72. This assumes that -ahati became -aittd 
2 Quoted by G. Morgenstierne in his Report on a Linguistic Mission to North- Western India, 

p. 48, and again in BSOS 8.661. 
3 The local relations can be seen on the maps given in the Linguistic Survey of India, vol. 8, 

opposite p. 1, and vol. 10, opposite p. 5. 
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Tsang) 1 K 859, 618 sang-mi from siang-mjie. Somewhat similar is the case with 
the Sangleci name Kivi for the Kho, and with the names for Munjn.2 

4. Since the history of the name Pdtu is not recorded the only help, if we 
are to seek to explain it, comes from the linguistic evidence. G. Morgenstierne 
himself in his study of the Iranian element in Khowar recognized that Middle 
Iranian words had reached the Kho.3 Hence he saw that in Kalasa Pdtu could 
have been earlier *pdrtau-, and have preserved a name from the time of an 
ancient invasion of Parthians.4 

5. But from the linguistic side that is not the only solution. Since in this 

region the word may be either Iranian or Indo-Aryan, both types must be 
considered. An important feature is the medial -t- which survives from a con- 
sonant group. In both groups it is possible to trace -t- to -kt-. First as to the 
Iranian. In Pasto -t- has replaced -xt-: sdtdl 'to keep' has sdt- from saxta-. 
The -t- may be lost, as in sd 'burnt' from suxta-.5 Pasto is spoken in South 
Chitral.6 In Wakhi -xt- is replaced by -yd as in na`yd ' night', Old. Iran. naxt-, 
Old Ind. nakt-. Secondly as to Indo-Aryan of the Darada group. Khowar has 

kept older -rt-, but has changed sukta-' sour ' to sut. In Sina also -t- has replaced 
-kt-. Thus Sina bat ' cooked rice ' is from bhaktam, Hindi bhdt; mutu ' saved' 
is from mukta-, and satu 'attached' from *sakta-. 

For Kalasa the published information is scanty.7 From R. L. Turner and 
G. Morgenstierne I have the following: -kt- replaced by -t- in ritem 'I pour 
into ' from rikta- (as Tirahi rdtu ' empty') and sdtem ' I embrace ' from *sakta-.8 

Since Kalasa had -at- from -akt- it would not be possible to distinguish 
between Old Ind. -akt- and -akt-. 

If the form of the word Pdtu had been attested for us in Khowar, it could 
have represented *paktau, but not *partau-. But in Kalasa intervocalic -t- 
is ambiguous: it may represent either older -rt- or -kt-,9 hence either *paktau 
or *partau. 

Clearly both Iran. *paxtau- and Indo-Aryan *paktau- would suffice as the 

1 Two other Chinese spellings are given by Ed. Chavannes, T'oung Pao 8, 1907, 190-1. 
2 See G. Morgenstierne, Indo-Iranian Frontier Languages II 6 if.; BSOS 6.439 if., and 

Report on a Linguistic Mission to North- Western India, p. 46 if. 
3 BSOS 8.657 ff. 
4 For the name of the Parthians, see H. Hibschmann, Armen. Gram. 63; R. G. Kent, Old 

Persian, 1950, 196. The name came to India in the form Pahlava, Palhava, and through the 
Buddhist books reached Khotan as Palvala. 

5 In Pasto -t- arises also from -st-, as in watal 'to fly' from vagta-. The group -rt-, however, 
became -r-, as in s.r ' cold', from sarta-. 

6 D. J. T. O'Brien, Grammar and Vocabulary of the Khowar Dialect, 3rd ed., 1937, p.3. 
7 Linguistic Survey of India 8.2.69 if.; R. L. Turner, BSOS 4.535 if.; G. Morgenstierne, 

Report on a Linguistic Mission to North-Western India, 47 ff., and in the Volume presented to 
J. Ph. Vogel, 240-7, The Spring Festival of the Kalash Kafirs. 

8 For the s-, see BSOAS 11.776. Add avasangd in the Central Asian manuscript of the 
Mahaparinirvana-sitra, ed. E. Waldschmidt 91.4. In Khotan sannisadyd- was replaced by 
ssanddssajd-. The s- does not justify the explanation of sakta- from sraj- as proposed by T. Burrow 
in BSOAS 12.650. It probably arose after preverbs with -i. Mahavy. 5570 avasanga4; 

9 In varoti ' fairy ' from *vdta-putrikd, -t- is from -tr-, but in putr and putr ' son ' the -tr- 
survives. 
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source of Pdtu. But since in Khowar a Middle Iranian apdxtar has survived 
with -xt- in paxturi ' sunny side ',1 it would seem better to take the Indo-Aryan 
form with -kt- as the immediate source of Kalasa Pdtu. 

The modern linguistic evidence, though incomplete, leads back as one 

possibility to a form *paktau- or *pdktaua-. Such an old ethnical name, however, 
immediately calls to mind the name IadKCves. 

ii. C1aKTveS. 

The people J7aKTUve and the land HiaK7v'KW have been much discussed by 
historians and geographers. They occur in the text of Herodotos and perforce 
every student of Herodotos has had to face the problem; and it concerns 

equally the historian of India. It has unfortunately proved impossible to locate 
the names exactly. A. W. Lawrence in his notes to the re-edition of 
G. Rawlinson's translation 2 put the Paktues in Gandara, that is, the region 
south of Kabul, with the capital Puskalavat.3 Earlier J. Marquart 4 connected 
them with North Arachosia. This agrees with E. Herzfeld who recently5 
equated them with the Paropamisadai. They wore skins (Herod. 7.67 

acrTvpvoofopoL) which points to a mountainous home.6 
References to the ancient Paktues, though few, show clearly that they were 

an important people during the Persian Achaemenian period. Historians have 
therefore naturally looked about to find if possible a trace of the name in modern 

Afghanistan. A superficial resemblance often led them to point to the name 

Pa.st, Pastun, the present name of the dominant people of the land. The 

assumption that the other modern dialectal pronunciation Paxto, Paxtiin was 
old enough to be equated with HIaKTveS was naive. J. Marquart protested that 
-st- of Pasto did not represent an older -kt-.7 The details were then given by 
G. Morgenstierne 8 : Pasto -st- has replaced an earlier -rs-.9 The names likely 
to correspond to Pasto were therefore the 17apaLrTrat and 17apaLoL of the Greek 

geographers. E. Herzfeld, seeing the difficulty of comparing 1IaKTves and 
Pasto thought to emend the Greek form by insertion of -s- between -k- and -t-. 
The Greek form seems, however, to be too well established to allow this 

explanation. 
An alternative interpretation is therefore worth putting forward. Here 

the Kalasa Pdtu offers a possibility. 
1 BSOS 8.668. 
2 The History of Herodotus of Halicarnassus, 1935, p. 302. 
3 See A. Foucher, 'De Kapili & Pushkaravati,' BSOS 6.341 ff. 
4 Untersuchungen zur Geschichte von Eran, 2, 1905, pp. 175 ff. 
5 India Antiqua, presented to J. Ph. Vogel, 1947, p. 182. 
6 On the identification of the uncertain P'u-ta, P'u-tiau, I have nothing to add to 

Ed. Chavannes, T'oung Pao 6, 1905, 514, and 8, 191; J. E. van Lohuizen de Leeuw, The' Scythian 
Period ', p. 372. 

7 Untersuchungen 2.177. 
8 Acta Orientalia 18.138 ff. (with reference to P. Tedesco); Trans. Phil. Soc. 1948, 70 ff.; 

ibid. 1950, 207. 
9 It replaced also -rst- and probably -xst-; the latter was assumed in the discussion in BSOAS 

13.125, cf. Trans. Phil. Soc. 1950, 207. 
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It is known from the Greek spellings of rvrKra for Iran. tuxta-1 and BdKTpa for 
Old Pers. Bdxtris that the Greeks put -kt- for Iran. -xt-. The name Paktues 
came to them from the Persians in a form *paxtu-. Beside the Iranian form an 

Indo-Aryan form *paktu- probably existed in the mouths of Indo-Aryan 
speakers. 

The ending -u is the reduced grade to -au-: Greek IlaKTves and *paktau- 
attested in Kalasa Pdtu can therefore be the same word. If it is preferred to 
derive Patu from an adjectival *pdktaua-, the two words would stand in the 
relation of noun in -u to the adj. in -ava-, the usual type as in Ind. manu-: 
mdnava-. 

It may be possible in the future to decide whether the 1aKTves placed in 
the region of Kabul, and the Pdtu in North Chitral, separated by a period of 
more than two thousand years, are too remote from each other to permit a 
connexion, and whether the explanation of Pdtu from *paktau- and *pdktaua-, 
in Iranian with *paxt-, and the comparison here proposed with aKT-rves are 

entirely illusory. 

4. mahisi 

The Khotanese word mdjsei' and mijse' was already known to E. Leumann, 
who had met it in two colophons.2 The passages read mijse' Khilaha parstd 
p.di 'the lady Khilaha ordered to write' and mdejsei' Tamaksana parstd piTda 
'the lady Tamaksana ordered to write '. The verb parstd is feminine. The word 

mijse' could then also be quoted from the text printed by A. F. R. Hoernle.3 
Since that time the word has been found in many passages. In the Siddhasdra 
125 v 4 mijse' vt ksi'me corresponds to Tibetan bud-med-la dgah ' takes pleasure 
in a woman', and ibid. 144 v 5 mijse' vT tsuma renders Tibetan nal-po. The 

plural occurs in P 2834. 40 ttT va hd' ttd majs' brastd 4 'then she asked the 
women', and in Or 11252.1.415 mijsg mirdre ' the women die '. It would seem 
to be the honorific beside the other words striya ' woman ', ndra ' wife ', and 
macnde 'woman (as bearing children)'. The various spellings are: mijsye', 
mijse', mijsei', mi js, mijsdn', majsd.m', maijsyan.6 

From the attested forms the base can be set down as mijsya'- and mijsd'-. 
The first syllable had the older -d-. 

2. It is possible to derive mij?e' from *mazisj through *maziz- or *mazizya- 
by transference to the -a inflexion. 

By umlaut the a-i gave a, then i, and the second syllable was dropped, as in 

gyasta- from yazata-. This type of umlaut is attested in mdsta-, mista- ' great', 

1 For 'vKra in Herodotos 9.110, see E. Benveniste, Bull. Soc. Ling. 47, 1951, 38-9. 
2 Nebenstucke, pp. 163 and 164. He rendered it ' edle '. From here it appears in Sten Konow, 

Saka Studies. 
3 Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literature, p. 402, plate 17. 
4 Khotanese Buddhist Texts, p. 46. 
5 BSOS 8.927. 
6 P 2781.80; N 163.20; Siddhasara 125 v 4; N 164.3; P 2893.159; P 2834.43; Jivaka- 

pustaka 54 r 4. 
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Avestan masita-.1 The first syllable -a-, -i- of mi'jsd 'marrow' arose by the 
same umlaut. 

The -j- of mijse'-needs further explanation. I take the replacements to have 
been *mazizd- to *maizzd- and *maiza-. In this the z was replaced by dz for 
which the Khotanese written symbol was -j-, whereas z (palatalized z) was 
written s'. 

This same replacement of -i- by -di- in consonant groups can be cited in two 
other words. To translate Sansk. plihan- 'spleen' the Khotanese used (in E) 
spuljaa-; and in the later medical texts this became spijaa- and spaijaa-. 
Here then we find *sprz-ya- with the same suffix -ya- that occurs in the three 
names of parts of the body in the Rigveda dsya-, pajasyd-,2 sphigya-. In 
Khotanese -rzy- has then been replaced by -Iz-, and that by -Idi, which is 
written -lj-. In other Iranian dialects occur Avestan sparazan-, Zor. Pahl. 

spyhl, sp'lz,3 New Pers. supurz, Baloci isp'ulk. 
The second word is majsd, mijsa, loc. sing mijsdya 'marrow', with the 

derivative mijsdka-, later mijsaka- 'kernel'. Here we have *mazg-ya-ka- 
passing by way of mdzida- to *mddifd-. From this the Khotanese spelling would 
have given *mjjisd-, for which majsa is written with the -j- in double employ.4 
In Old Iranian occurs Avestan mazga-. 

3. This Khotanese mijse' attests for Old Iranian a word *mazisT 'woman'. 
To it corresponds in Old Indian mathisT 'woman of rank' and also 'buffalo 
cow'. It should, however, be noted that in translating Bud. Sansk. mahisi 
in agra-mahisi the Khotanese translator did not use mijse', but gave in the 
Suvarnabhasa 35 a 4 (gen. sing.) hvdstye rrmie 'chief queen '.5 

4. The Indo-Aryan word itself requires some elucidation. The main informa- 
tion has long been tabulated:- 

mahisd- 'great' in the Rigveda as an epithet: m.rgo nd mahiso 'like the 

great beast' (9.92.6), mahiso mrgdanm 'great one of the beasts' (10.96.6), 
later as itself the noun mahisd-' buffalo '. The feminine mdhis7 was used for the 
buffalo cow. In the Atharva-veda (12.3.38) occurs the verse:- 

tasmim chrayatai mahisah suparno6 deva enam devatabhyah pra yachan 
'To it shall resort the mighty eagle, the gods shall hold him forth to the 

deities.' 
But in another development from the time of the gatapatha-brahmana the 

word mahisi was an epithet of a noble lady, wife of a king. The compound 
agra-mahisT for the chief queen is frequent. 

1 The d resulting from the i-umlaut of a is important for the pronunciation of a in Khotanese. 
When the following two consonants became a single sound the result was a long i, thus in yszdaa- 
' yellow ', Avestan zairita-, with -d- from -rt-, and in bdd ' he bears ' from barati. 

2 See BSOAS 12.326. 
3 Greater Bundahisn 190.1; 195.14. 
4 For the -a, -dya, cf. nom. sing. hadi, gen. sing. hadaai, loc. sing. hacdya ' day ', hasai, has8yq 

' dhatu ' (BSOAS 10.899), and ndti ' river '. 
5 Sten Konow, Zw6lf Bldtter einer Handschrift des Suvarnabhasasitra, p. 27. 
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5. The form of this feminine m6hisT is noticed by E. Benveniste.1 
6. The Middle Indo-Aryan north-western Prakrit forms for 'buffalo' are 

attested in Agni (301 a 4) mahirs-dii plur.; Khot. mahairsa'- in the adj. 
mahairsi'in (s' = z); Tibetan mahe and mahTrsa.2 

From a Khotanese text3 was quoted mahai'sa'. It reads uysamesta bard asa 
hasta mahai'sa'' 'well-groomed riding aniihals, horses, elephants and buffaloes '. 
In the Kharosthi inscription no. 15 in Sten Konow's edition A 2 we have 

agra-mahesi ' chief queen ', where the -e- is notable.4 
Pali used three forms mahiso, mahTso and mahimso. In Prakrit, ArdhaMag. 

and Maharastri, mahisa is used. Hence the second syllable had at different 
times -i-, -z-, -im- and -e-. 

7. In New Indo-Aryan the word for ' buffalo' is widely attested. Significant 
forms are Sina mis fem.; Sumasti maisa, mdisT, Hindi bhais fem., Marathi 
mhais fem.5 

8. Beside these forms with -s- and -z- stand others with -d-, -1-. The Atharva- 
veda has once (10.10.6) mahtlukd (Paippalada variant mahilokd) as an epithet 
of the cow. The Girnar text of the Asoka inscriptions has mahiddyo 'women' 

parallel to the ithi, strTyaka and abaka-janiyo (' mothers ').6 ArdhaMag. and 
Maharastri have mahild, and maheld.7 Later Sanskrit has from Middle Indian 
mah;zl, maheld, mehalK, mehald and mehild. Such variation in vowel is a mark of 
Middle Indian, not foreign, origin.8 

9. I see no reason to doubt that the words are related, but the choice 
between various explanations remains open: either a phonetic replacement of 

(s >) z by d (> 1); or (if early) from mahiz- direct before the -bh- of case 

endings, as has been proposed for id- in idd- 'offering' 9; or by a different 
suffix -id- in place of -is-. 

10. A similar replacement of -s- by -1- can be pointed out in another word. 
The usn7sa- ' headband ', frequent from the time of the Atharva-veda onwards 
in Hindu and Buddhist texts, has taken the form us.nra- attested in Agni 
us.nr and Uigur usnir (whence Mongol usnir).10 In Khotanese occur (E 24.40) 
usnzra- and (Kha 1.306 a, r 1) ttt;Z vd tta tta cimddrid si vaiia mamdnai us.nTldna 

1 Bull. Soc. Ling. 35, 1934, 105, and Origines de la formation des noms en indo-europeen, p. 34. 
Note also the treatment of -is- and -as- by F. B. J. Kuiper, Acta Orient. 20.23 if., and earlier on 
-is- in Notes on Vedic Noun-Inflexion, p. 25. 

2 See BSOAS 11.776. 
3 BSOAS 11.776, now printed in full in Khotanese Buddhist Texts, p. 25, line 124. The 

translation must be changed. 
4 Cf. vilaya ' woman ' beside vidaba ' mare ', H. Oertel, Zeits. f. vgl. Sprachf. 1948, 26 ff. 
5 Other details in R. L. Turner, Nepali Dictionary, p. 483. 
6 See H. Liiders, 'AvrlSwpov Wackernagel, p. 306; J. Bloch, Les inscriptions d'Asoka, p. 114; 

ed. E. Hultzsch, p. 16. 
7 Sheth, Paia-sadda-mahannavo. 
8 T. Burrow proposed a Dravidian origin, BSOAS 12.390. 
9 Recently rediscussed from the Italic side by V. Pisani, Noterelle ario-tocariche, Acme I 

(University of Milan), 1948, 315-19. 
10 F. W. K. Miiller, Uigurica II 50, 57. 
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dssini bd'yd naramdi 'then by him it must be thus thought, now from my 
headband a blue ray has issued'. Here we have both -r- and -1-. In Sogdian 
occurs wsn'ys 1 and in India Pali has unhisa-. 

The explanation as a phonetic change where -z- has been replaced by -d- and 
-1- seems best to suit. At the end of words the replacement of -is by -iz and 
thence to -ir is the regular sandhi change. 

11. The Khotanese word mijse' is thus an important link in the history of 
mahist. The word was Indo-Iranian: *mazisv beside mahist. With it belongs 
mahidd. 

1 P 5.58 and Dhyina 38, 39. 
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